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BITCOIN: THE CURRENCY OF THE FUTURE 

OR A TOOL FOR SPECULATION?¹

The gain in the popularity of Bitcoin and recent sharp price volatility 

enhanced the interest of various individuals toward Bitcoin. The recent 

discussion of various authors on the Bitcoin brought some doubts in the 

future of cryptocurrency. Some authors considered it as money of the 

future while others criticize it as being a speculative vehicle that will be 

abandoned in future. The purpose of this article is to show the opposing 

views in the existing literature and identify whether Bitcoin is used as a 

tool for speculation or currency. This study focusses mainly on the money 

function of Bitcoin and breach of one of the most important features 

which is stability as a result of usage it for the purpose of speculative 

profit gain. The result of this study found that Bitcoin is used as a tool for 

speculation and considered unstable asset. If the current status of the 

currency remains the same, the Bitcoin will not be a currency. Further 

technological advancement, modifications, and regulations should be 

directed towards the centralization of Bitcoin in order to maintain 

stability and its future usage as currency. 

¹  This article was presented in the International Scientific Conference for Master Students in 
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1.  Introductıon 

From the beginning of the appearance of cryptocurrencies, when Satoshi Nakamoto (No-

vember 2008) introduced the system in his article “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash 

System” (Nakamoto, 2008) till today, there were huge developments. Growing popularity 

from investors who wish to gain on speculation, consumers who use the ease of payment 

feature of crypto assets and also traders who make huge volume trade of goods and 

services in the International level, make it important agenda for researchers from various 

fields. The general information on the current main statistics of Bitcoin is provide in 

Appendix 1. Prior to Bitcoin, there have been attempts to create a cryptocurrency. The 

best examples are B-Money (Wei Dai, 1998) which is considered “anonymous, distributed 

electronic cash system” and Bit Gold in 1998 by (Szabo, 2016). After creation, the process 

stopped and no attempts at creation and spread of system have been continued.  

The Bitcoin which is officially considered the first cryptocurrency and opened the area for 

remaining more than 2100 coins has the importance of consideration since wide popularity 

from media, investors, traders, and ordinary consumers. The recent historic recorded gain 

in the value of Bitcoin was approximately 2000%. Considering all of the facts there are some 

barriers for further development, massive usage, and application of Bitcoin and other crypto 

assets. One of them is the recent volatility in prices which occurred throughout time with 

an approximate change from the historic maximum level of $19,345.49 (Yahoo Finance, 

6/24/2019, price as of 12/10/2017) to a minimum level of around $3,232.51 (Yahoo Finance, 

6/24/2019, price as of 12/09/2018). Recently prices hike up and reached $11,271.47 (Yahoo 

Finance, 6/24/2019, price as of 6/23/2019 10:35 PM). If we consider sharp price hike 

throughout June with increase from $7,643.44 (Yahoo Finance, 6/24/2019, price as of 

6/9/2019) to $10,855.99 (Yahoo Finance, 6/24/2019, price as of 6/23/2019) which provides 

uncertainty about future price movement.  

From one side, the Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are considered one of the most con-

venient methods of payment because of secrecy of transaction with intermediaries, lower 

transaction fees and faster process. On the other hand, there are cases of illegal usage of 

bitcoin as a means of payment for illegal transactions. It uses transaction without a bank 

as it can be used for the transaction of illegal terms of usability. In addition, the system of 

cryptocurrency currently can be hacked and damaged due to the inability to proceed with 

the transaction.  

The recent price volatility and historical trend of cryptocurrencies (particularly Bitcoin) 

brought considerate attention from public and ordinary individuals towards digital money. 

There are contradictions between scientists on the purpose and functions of Bitcoin. Sauer 

(2016) in his article "Virtual Currencies, the Money Market, and Monetary Policy" attempted 

to integrate the virtual currency supply and demand into Keynesian money market struc-

ture. The result of his work is that the controlling of money supply and interest rate is no 

longer fully depended on the central bank since the spread of virtual currencies. The central 

bank needs to focus on the controlling of the virtual currencies which have several simila-

rities to ordinary currencies. The author pointed out the future possibility of virtual curren-

cies being spread as a medium of exchange. As a result, the control of supply will be harder 

for the Central Bank. The widespread and interest by government, Central Bank, businesses 

and individuals could result in the establishment of the controlling mechanism. Another 
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significant research presented by Ammous (2018) in his paper on the topic of “Can cryp-

tocurrencies fulfil the functions of money?” where he analyzed the monetary model of 

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies and concluded that out of cryptocurrencies studied 

only Bitcoin can attract store of value function because of credibility and predictability of 

supply. From our view, the store of the value function is violated and several modifications 

should be done in order to maintain this function. Currently, credibility is considered un-

der question because of volatility in prices. These researchers pointed out on the possibility 

of Bitcoin being the currency.  

Other scientists pointed out on the speculative nature of cryptocurrencies and future pers-

pectives of these types of assets. Baek & Elbeck (2015) in his article on the topic of “Bitcoins 

as an investment or speculative vehicle? “analyzed the Bitcoin and the S&P 5000 Index 

daily return to examine. They concluded that the Bitcoin market is highly speculative for 

the period of 2010-2014. Another work was done by Selmi et al (2018) in their article on 

the topic of ''Efficiency or speculation? A dynamic analysis of the Bitcoin market'' where 

the Bitcoin price index is tested and concluded on the possible speculation by investors. 

Bouri et al (2018) in their research on the topic of “Spillovers between Bitcoin and other 

assets during bear and bull markets” analyzed the return and volatility spillover for Bitcoin 

and largest cryptocurrencies using GARCH-in-mean model covering daily data from 7/19/ 

2010 to 10/31/2017. They concluded that Bitcoin receives more volatility then it transmits. 

Below we will point out the opposing ideas by applying the comparative methodology of 

various literature and analyze historic monthly prices of Bitcoin for the period of June 

2010 – June 2019. The conclusion is that even if the basic 2 main functions of money such 

as the unit of account and medium of exchange are relevant for Bitcoin and applied to 

some extent, Bitcoin violates one of the main functions of money which is the store of value 

or stability. The violation is resulted in the usage of crypto asset as a speculative vehicle. 

The future of usage as currency primary depending on the change in the legislation, increase 

awareness and trust from the population and control of the supply and demand by regu-

lators. If all these conditions don’t change the Bitcoin will not be used as currency rather 

will be a speculative asset as it is nowadays. 

2.  Literature review 

Various authors have discussed the importance of various types of cryptocurrencies and 

their impact on the financial system. The Bitcoin considered as one of the most important 

types of digital money as it emerged earlier and become the main contributor to further 

generations of crypto assets.  

Bitcoin as currency and asset has been discussed by several authors. The book “Цифровое 

Золото, Невероятная История Биткойна или Как Идеалисты и Бизнесмены Изобре-

тают Деньги заново” written by “Поппер” (2015), which discusses the significance of 

bitcoin as a digital currency, history, and creation of the Bitcoin. In addition, it provides 

information about the process of how simple idea became the concept which involved 

population from Las Vegas to Pekin and plays an important role in the increasing aware-

ness of Bitcoin. The book “Bitcoin and Beyond: cryptocurrencies, block chains, and global 

governance” edited by Campbell-Verduyn (2018) which encompass various scholars 

research on the Bitcoin emphasized on the growing popularity of cryptocurrencies and 

particularly Bitcoin as means of payment system for online commercials, manufactures 
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and by other public and private organization since the beginning of 2009. He noted that it 

posed particular attention since it brings together technological changes, industry leaders, 

politicians, and the public. In order to be acquainted with the money functions of crypto-

currency, it is important to be aware of the monetary model and functions of money in 

general which are broadly discussed in Mishkin (2004) book “The economics of money, 

banking, and financial markets.”  

The monetary features of Bitcoin and the possibility of being as the currency has been dis-

cussed by Ammous (2018) in his article of “Can cryptocurrencies fulfill the functions of 

money?” where he provided some useful features of Bitcoin discussing the context of 

currency functions. The result of this article is that out of all cryptocurrencies analyzed by 

Ammous (2018) only Bitcoin could potentially maintain the store of value function 

because of the credibility and predictability of supply. Before him, Sauer (2016) discussed 

the topic of “Virtual Currencies, the Money Market, and Monetary Policy” where he 

presents the results for monetary policy formation. He presents the official standpoints of 

the European Central Bank and the Bank of England on the topic of virtual currency. The 

conclusion of this study is that the control of money supply and inflation doesn't depend 

on Central Bank because of the appearance of virtual currencies in circulation. The regu-

lation and control of virtual currencies should be done by Central Bank for future stability 

in the economy. As a result, the control of supply will be harder for the Central Bank. The 

widespread and interest by government, Central Bank, businesses and individuals could 

result in the establishment of the controlling mechanism. Stroukal (2018) in his article 

“Can Bitcoin Become Money? Its Money Functions and the Regression theorem” provided 

the information on the advantages of Bitcoin usage as money discussing the money functions. 

He concluded that Bitcoin is considered as money and medium of exchange. 

The Pablo de los Ojos Araúzo (11 July 2017) in his article “Brave New Monetary World: 

Exploring the Idea of an International Cryptocurrency” discussed the exogenous factors, 

which affect cryptocurrency and trade usefulness of the digital money. He concluded an 

international currency phenomenon wasn't achievable at present or in the upcoming future. 

Most of the powerful nations would oppose this idea which would result in a loss of 

influence and power. The Milutinović (2018) in her article “Cryptocurrency” pointed out 

on the term of cryptocurrency and its role in economic growth base on the sample of Serbia 

and Switzerland. The conclusion derived from research is that cryptocurrency is massively 

accepted as a payment tool for that time and several countries creating their own crypto-

currencies, but the future is unpredictable. Furthermore, it is important to maintain the 

regulation of digital money since it is vital for the future perspective of the Bitcoin and other 

cryptocurrencies. The Maupin (2017) in his paper “The G20 countries should engage with 

blockchain technologies to build an inclusive, transparent, and accountable digital economy 

for all” provides the idea of blockchain for main world economies and its application. The 

action by G20 countries can make the future of the prosperous, just and truly shared global 

economy.  

The speculative nature of Bitcoin and other crypto money found in many pieces of literature. 

The Baek & Elbeck (2015) in his article on the topic of “Bitcoins as an investment or specu-

lative vehicle?” provides the volatility nature of Bitcoin using S&P 500 Index daily return 

data and Bitcoin and proved that Bitcoin market highly speculative for the period of 2015. 

The speculative nature further has been touched by Selmi et al (2018) in their article on 
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the ''Efficiency or speculation? A dynamic analysis of the Bitcoin market'' where the Bitcoin 

price index is tested with the application of a nonlinear data analysis technique the multi-

fractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA). The result of this study is that the efficiency 

of the Bitcoin market changes over time and this market is more efficient during downward 

than upward periods. The interpretation is possible speculation by investors. Bouri et al 

(2018) in their research on the topic of “Spillovers between Bitcoin and other assets during 

bear and bull markets” analyzed the return and volatility spillover for Bitcoin and other 

significant cryptocurrencies using GARCH-in-mean model with daily data from 19 July 

2010 to 31 October 2017. They concluded that Bitcoin receives more volatility then it trans-

mits which is potential price instability. The Sovbetov (2018) in his article “Factors Influen-

cing Cryptocurrency Prices: Evidence from Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash, Litecoin, and Monero” 

discussed main factors which influence prices of most common five cryptocurrencies such 

Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash, Litecoin, and Monero for the period of 2010-2018 using weekly 

data. It provided evidence on the price fluctuation and speculative uses of Bitcoin. Another 

important article by Caporale et al (2018) is “Price Overreactions in the Cryptocurrency 

Market” which pointed out on the idea of speculation related to crypto assets by using 

parametric (t-test, ANOVA, regression analysis with dummy variables) and non-paramet-

ric (Mann–Whitney U test) tests confirm the presence of price patterns and concluded the 

rejection of Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) for Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ripple and Dash.  

Our research will provide information about the monetary function of Bitcoin in the con-

text of currency of the future, pointing out the Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies being 

used as a speculative vehicle. The difference of our research from others is that we provi-

ded graphical analysis to show the volatility and price instability for the period of Jan. 2010 

– May 2019. We also recommend focusing on the stability or store of value function as an 

important consideration for Bitcoin to be considered as future currency. The result of this 

study is that Bitcoin is used as a speculative tool for the short term. It cannot be considered 

as a currency unless stability function maintained by regulative control, legislative changes, 

improve in the credibility from the population, usage as a medium of exchange by the 

higher proportion of owners rather than a vehicle for speculative gain on price. By consi-

dering all these applications, the stability can be maintained in the long term.  

3.  Currency functions of bitcoin in the context of the currency of the future 

The rise of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies resulted in the appearance of discussions 

about categories of financial assets to which they belong. Some characteristics would more 

likely be similar to money, but others would be more likely to refer as stock or other finan-

cial assets. In order to arrive at the analysis currency function of Bitcoin, it would be better 

to emphasize the general currency definition. 

The first transactions have been carried out through barter, exchange, and debt. It was very 

suitable for a small variety of products within the economy. The next generation of the 

medium of exchange was gold and silver since it can be easily exchanged and carried out 

rather than animals and goods. Further, the creation of countries resulted in the acceptance 

of paper currencies which resulted in huge trade between the various parts of the world. 

Recently, computer technology provided us with the opportunity to buy any commodity 

throughout the world using e-commerce and decrease the need for paper currency and 

coins. Goods and services can be purchased using credit and debit cards, intermediaries 
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such as Amazon, E-bay, and PayPal. The e-commerce eliminated the need for carriage a 

huge amount of cash. The cryptocurrency is considered a digital asset which is intended 

to be used as a medium of exchange with a strong reliance on cryptography for making 

transactions secure. Cryptocurrencies are different from fiat money because of their de-

centralized nature. They don't have the authority which is dealt with the money supply. 

That's why it is difficult to control inflation. 

In order to clearly understand the cryptocurrency as a financial asset, it is important to 

define the pure meaning of currency, since there are contradictions in the opinions on 

whether cyber money is currency or no. The general economic literature defines money 

as having the following criteria:  

 The medium of exchange; 

 Unit of account; and  

 Store of value.  

The general analysis of Bitcoin for these criteria would result in making it clear the category 

to which Bitcoin belongs. Out of the above-mentioned characteristics, Bitcoin fully fulfills 

the function as a medium of exchange (Ammous, 2018). Several stores, companies, resta-

urants and other entities allow usage of bitcoin as means of payment. Second characteristic 

as a unit of account which is mean for measuring goods and services. Bitcoin is valued for 

many goods and services in various countries. In addition, it can be also fractionalized 

such as being part of the whole (E.g. If bitcoin value is $ 3,000, then 10% will be $300, etc.). 

This characteristic makes it suitable for the function of the unit of account. The last charac-

teristic is the store of value which is something that can be saved, stored and spent. The 

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have special wallets in which digital money can be saved, 

stored and reused. 

However, the store of the value function is violated because there is no price stability with 

historic performance (Sauer, 2016). Another important characteristic of currency which is 

popular in economic books is that it should be having trust from a wide population and 

having legal binding. Generally, fiat-currency is backed by the government. The paper 

money has its value because of the trust of people who use it as a means for the exchange 

of goods and services. (Sexton, 2008). The Bitcoin currently used by a small fraction of the 

world community which is a result of lower awareness, trust, and instability. In addition, 

the legislative binding of some countries which are mainly having developed economies 

such as the USA, EU countries that have legislation in line with Bitcoin and other crypto-

currencies. Most of the countries have either law which makes Bitcoin illegal or no legislation 

at all. In order to provide a successful future for digital assets, these factors should be 

addressed. 

Considering all the above mentioned the cyber currency can be considered being currency 

indeed. In addition, investment leader, Warren Buffet confirms the view of breach of sta-

bility that bitcoin fails to meet characteristics as a store of value since the fluctuations and 

instability in recent prices, and usage as a speculative asset rather than currency. 

“Berkshire Hathaway Chairman and CEO Warren Buffett stated in his interview that Bitcoin is 

not a currency’ because it doesn’t meet the criteria of a currency, including being a store of value.” 

(Tracey A. Anderson 2014)  
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The idea of virtual currency which is the kind of currency used exclusively in digital format 

without coins, paper money or other physical forms, appeared before Bitcoin. One of the 

very good examples can be the currency used in video games. Functionally, these currencies 

are similar to any other convertible currency and have the ability to buy any goods and 

services.  

The border between money and a financial asset is not clear which means that money is a 

very liquid financial asset. Other types of financial assets that are less liquid is stock, bonds, 

and others. Initially, Bitcoin was developed as currency but later with the emerging of 

interest of people who were buying it because of speculative price increase resulted in the 

being it as a speculative asset to make short term gain. The price increased so fast that the 

debate on the bitcoin being the financial bubble arise. Famous investors called bitcoin as 

bubble and they are true to some extent. Bitcoin can be the currency of the future but some 

regulative perspective and store of value or stability problems should be maintained. In 

the next section, we will discuss Bitcoin from a speculative perspective and analyze the 

historical fluctuations of Bitcoin.  

4.  Bitcoin as a tool for speculatıon. 

Before exploring features of Bitcoin as a speculative vehicle, it is important to maintain a 

clear definition of speculation. Speculation is short-term income generation activity in 

financial markets which is mainly focused on capital gains of speculators. Speculators are 

usually individuals who seek to gain on short-term price fluctuations and then exit the 

market after gaining which could result in price variation and abnormal behavior of the 

market. Their valuation of security depends on future price expectations which are sensi-

tive to noisy information, higher order expectations, and even recent price changes. Con-

sequently, in a market populated by speculators, asset prices can be susceptible to high 

volatility and bubbles (Keynes 1936, Shiller 2000, Stiglitz 1989). 

The discussion of speculative vehicles provides an example of some researchers who pro-

posed that Bitcoin is not a currency rather a speculative vehicle which is used to make a 

profit on the price fluctuation (Baek & Elbeck, 2015). They are true to some extent. Most 

of the proposition was driven by price fluctuations which occurred recently and ongoing 

daily price volatility. As mentioned in the previous section the volatility prevents one of 

the most important currency future, stability.  

The speculative nature of the Bitcoin market is driven by Bitcoin exchange attendants which 

are buyers and sellers of digital money. The further growth of the usage of Bitcoin would 

result in a decrease of volatility and influence the market which would make it internally 

and externally developed speculative vehicle. (Baek & Elbeck, 2015). 

As Bitcoin is considered one of the first and most significant cryptocurrencies in today's 

technologically advanced and complicated world, we will explore its features and analyze 

price patterns to make the diagnose in the stability of price. The main arguments on the 

money function of the cryptocurrencies are that it breaches the third and one of the most 

important function of money which is stability. The historical price variations and sharp 

volatility emphasized on the risk associated with the currency. According to the historically 

recorded prices, the analysis of pattern for the period of 2010-2019 was divided into 3 pe-

riods with the beginning of the months’ prices. Figure 1 represents the represent the early 
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stages for Bitcoin. Bitcoin as cryptocurrency becomes available for the general public in 

January 2009. The process of mining begins from this year. The valuation goes back into 

2010 when Laszlo Hanyecz, a computer programmer from Florida, decided to sell it for 2 

slices of pizzas 10,000 Bitcoins (Yermack D., 2013). The amount equal to $107.11 mln. today 

(6/22/2019 Current Bitcoin price $10,711.32 according to coinmarketcap.com). Figure 1 

represents the period of July 2010 and December 2012. The prices increased sharply from 

$0.07 to $16.1 in a one-year period from July 2010 to June 2011. The percentage term it is 

around 1610%. After this it sharply falls down amounting to $3 in November 2012 which 

is in percentage term is around 536.7%. Following that period, it had a stable increase and 

reached $20 as of January 2013. 

Figure 1: Bitcoin monthly prices 2010-2013 (USD). 

 

Source: Yahoo Finance, https://finance.yahoo.com/ (6/23/2019) 

Figure 2 represents the period of February 2013 and January 2016. The graph also shows 

an unstable sharp increase from $33.4 to $ 1206 between February and November 2013 

with an approximate percentage terms around 3610%. The remaining of the period a 

fluctuating decrease made it amounted to $436 as of February 2016.  

Figure 2: Bitcoin monthly prices 2013-2016 (USD) 

 
Source: Yahoo Finance, https://finance.yahoo.com/ (6/23/2019) 
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The remaining recent period which is between January 2016 to June 2019, is represented 

in Figure 3. The steady increase in Bitcoin prices for April 2016 and April 2017 when rates 

changed from $370 to $ 1352 was followed by a sharp rise for the period between April 

2017 and December 2017 where it reached its historic end of the month pick of $13,850. It 

was a result of growing popularity and speculation from the vast audience who aimed to 

make a profit on a price increase. The result of it was that after this period prices went down 

with fluctuating nature reaching $34342 in at the end of January 2019. Beginning from the 

January till Current period of June 2019 the prices are sharply rising. The price for the 22 

June 2019 is registered as $10,711 

As graph represents in all periods, it had unstable fluctuations, which are another reason 

which makes most people stay away from keeping their wealth in Bitcoin and using it. The 

historic periods' percentage increase and decrease varied sometimes reaching a huge amount. 

In order to fulfill the store of value function of the money, the fluctuations should be dec-

reased and people trust toward Bitcoin should be increased. It would be possible if the 

wide range of people will use it as a means of exchange for goods and services.  

Figure 3: Bitcoin monthly prices 2016-2019 (USD)  

 
Source: Yahoo Finance, https://finance.yahoo.com/ (6/23/2019) 

In the long run process of the assets are stabilizing itself. This is another contributor to fu-

ture price stability. Bitcoin fluctuations are enduring for the short-term which makes it be 

shown more speculative in nature. Being speculative makes it also to appear inefficient. 

Inefficiency makes more reluctant toward widespread usage. It is inefficient due to infancy, 

volatility, and speculation in prices, lack of regulation and inelastic supply of money (Selmi 

R., et al, 2018). All of these factors have significant attention. 

Another important point which is making the Bitcoin being a speculative vehicle is the 

lack of central authority which controls it. The information about cryptocurrencies which 

are in the hand of the people or companies is not available to the general public. Even if 

we know the total volume and supply of the Bitcoin which is on hand we don't know who 

controls it in which proportion. In a normal system, every currency backed by the govern-

ment. The money supply in the economy is controlled and supplied by Central banks which 

are aimed at stabilizing inflation and maintain the monetary policy. In the case of Bitcoin 

and other cryptocurrencies, the decentralized and private nature of it could mean that 
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any person can buy huge amount and by doing so influence on the price. Big players or 

the holders of Bitcoin with the highest proportion are considered the influencer for the 

price fluctuations. They could decrease or increase the price by buying or selling the crypto 

asset to gain in profit. Normal currency if demand shock or any other economic activities 

occurred which deviate the currency from normal conditions central bank could control it 

by implementing monetary policy. 

Even after the increase which occurred in history, it is on the way to reach its stable value, 

but considering the fact of periodical fluctuations in prices, make it remain the instable 

speculative vehicle that cannot be as a means of exchange for a wide range of the population. 

In order to mitigate risks for speculations, one of the possible solutions is developing a re-

gulatory environment.  

5.  Discussion and Conclusion 

To make a conclusion, considering all mentioned arguments and monetary features of 

Bitcoin with a wide range of usage but frequent price fluctuations and strange behavior 

make it more being close to the category of the asset rather than currency. Out of three 

functions of money which is medium of exchange, a unit of account and store of value 

only the first 2 functions satisfy the Bitcoin, making one of the most important features, 

stability, remained unsolved. Another aspect is the privacy and decentralized nature we 

don’t know whether price speculated by big players or holders of the Bitcoin. It is difficult 

to control the money supply and there is no authority which regulates the overall amount 

held by the public. It poses an important concern for the main contributing factor for spe-

culation and fluctuations in the prices. The future technological and innovative enhance-

ment should be directed toward improvement in controlling mechanism of crypto assets. 

If it will be controlled by the governments or any other authorities, the base of advantage 

which is trade without intermediaries and secrecy of transaction can be violated. If it occurs 

will it be still interesting for people as the currency will be a question? The current interest 

from global powers in establishing its own cryptocurrency and programs directed by 

central banks in regulation would result in the centralization process.  

Another aspect which important for consideration is people’s usage of crypto assets. As 

for usage increases, it would make Bitcoin volatility decrease coordinating more stable 

externally and internally driven investment. As trust from a wide population increase and 

legislative binding would make Bitcoin stable and maintain usage as currency. Nonetheless, 

if Bitcoin usage grows, then we expect Bitcoin volatility to drop and attract market and 

economic influence representing a more balanced internally and externally driven invest-

ment vehicle. 

The arguments about Bitcoin being the currency of the future or speculative tool have 

been represented above. The breach of stability or store of value has been an important issue 

that prevents Bitcoin from being a currency. Another important consideration is that Bitcoin 

doesn’t have trust from the population since it is not backed by any government and several 

legal issues which prevent widespread usage. Our direction is that Bitcoin is used as a tool 

for speculation which is confirmed by many kinds of research and recent price fluctuation 

and uncertainty tied to it which appears to be an important barrier on the way of develop-

ment. 
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APPENDICES 
 

APPENDIX 1. BITCOIN STATISTICS 

Bitcoin Price $10,748.23 USD 

Bitcoin ROI  7844.00% 

Market Rank #1 

Market Cap $191,059,401,125 USD 

24 Hour Volume $20,342,234,417 USD 

Circulating Supply 17,775,887 BTC 

Total Supply 17,775,887 BTC 

Max Supply 21,000,000 BTC 

All Time High 
$20,089.00 USD  

(Dec 17, 2017) 

All Time Low 
$65.53 USD  

(Jul 05, 2013) 

52 Week High / Low 
$11,157.35 USD /  

$3,191.30 USD 

90 Day High / Low 
$11,157.35 USD /  

$3,944.75 USD 

30 Day High / Low 
$11,157.35 USD /  

$7,564.49 USD 

7 Day High / Low 
$11,157.35 USD /  

$8,867.21 USD 

24 Hour High / Low 
$10,929.40 USD /  

$10,452.01 USD 

Yesterday's High / Low 
$11,157.35 USD /  

$10,107.04 USD 

Yesterday's Open / Close 
$10,175.92 USD /  

$10,701.69 USD 

Yesterday's Change $525.77 USD (5.17%) 

Yesterday's Volume $29,995,204,861 USD 

Source: Coinmarkercap, https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/bitcoin/historical-data/ (6/23/2019 21:45) 
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APPENDIX 2. BITCOIN PRICE 6/20/2019 – 6/24/2019 

 

Source: Coinmarkercap, https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/bitcoin/historical-data/ (6/24/2019) 

 

APPENDIX 3. BITCOIN DAILY PRICE 6/23/2019-6/24/2019 

 
Source: Yahoo Finance, 6/23/2019. (6/24/2019) 
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